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Comprehensively researched and written, with over 360 beautiful 

colour and black & white photographs of headdress badges, shoulder-

belt-plates, waist-belt-buckles, buttons, collar-badges and shoulder 

titles, with a host of historical photographs, many of which have never 

been seen before, spread throughout the chapters and appendices of 

this magnificently produced book. 

Published in A4 size with 144 pages and a full index. 

Each item individually described with accompanying footnotes of 

historical information.  

 

 

 

The book covers all periods of the Regiment’s 317 years’ 
history, including a superb chapter on the Pipes and 

Drums badges and insignia. Also, there are appendices 

on the headdress worn with dates of service and 

illustrations and one on the Sealed Pattern process for 

the official supply of insignia with examples of the 

record cards used. 

The book has been researched, written and  

produced by a former Regimental Sergeant 

Major. This is his second book about the King’s Own 

Scottish Borderers.  

 

 

 

 

 

In his Foreword, Lieutenant General J Cooper (Retired) CB DSO MBE says:  

“This book is chock-full of detail and superbly produced photographs, all the 

result of deep and detailed research. It is a joy to the eye and informative to read; 

I recommend it to serious students of regimental history, badge and insignia 

aficionados and to all Borderers”. 
 

To order a copy of this book please contact the King’s Own Scottish Borderers Museum, The Barracks, Berwick-Upon-Tweed, TD15 5DG. 

01289 331 811 or E Mail: museum@kosb.co.uk  Payment methods: Cash at Museum. Cheque payable to ‘KOSB Museum’. Bank Transfer to 
A/C 90131598, Sort Code 20-58-17 payment annotated ‘2022 Badge Book’.  
 

Pick up a copy for £25 at the K.O.S.B. Museum, or have a copy posted to you. Please note first class post & packaging costs will be added, 

with the overall cost communicated to you, on receipt of your order details. 
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